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Abstract- Parameters affecting the functionality of an operating 
system’s memory management unit depend on a number of 
factors such as allocation and deallocation strategies, 
localization, internal and external fragmentation, regional 
clustering, allocation and deallocation speeds, multi-threading, 
reusability, wasted memory reusability, implementation level 
and dynamicity. In this paper, we examine different memory 
allocation methods used in the BSD operating system as well as 
parameters affecting the functionality of its memory 
management unit extracted from these methods. Besides 
identifying the relationships and dependencies between these 
parameters, we report our experimental measurements of the 
effect of each parameter on the performance of different 
memory management methods used in BSD. Our evaluations 
not only provide a comparative view of different allocation 
methods in BSD that have been deployed over time to 
complement each other, they also put into perspective different 
memory allocation methods used in different operating systems 
with respect to parameters such as multithreading ability, 
number of requests served and memory fragmentation rate.  

Keywords: Operating System Kernel, Memory Management, 
Memory Allocation Methods, Performance.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Memory management unit in an operating system kernel 

is responsible to provide a fair share of the limited address 
space of physical memory of a computer to many contesting 
execution units namely processes [1]. Due to high frequency 
of access of processes to this limited address space at 
runtime, the performance of memory management unit is 
most detrimental on the overall performance of processes 
running on this memory system. It is thus critical to identify 
parameters that most affect the performance of memory 
management units in operating systems. 

Triggered by the lack of published public reports in 
academia on the parameters affecting the functionality of 
memory management units, we have selected BSD [2] as a 
well-established operating system to examine its different 
complementary memory management methods that it had 
deployed over time. Having determined the influential 

properties and parameters in BSD memory management 
(specially, allocation) methods, we have rated their relative 
criticality by studying memory management methods of 
Linux [3], Mac [4], Solaris [5], and Sun OS [6]. The results 
of this study showed that all these operating systems except 
Linux have inherited their memory management methods 
from BSD, making the results applicable to a wide range of 
operating systems. We lastly analyzed these parameters to 
find their interdependencies with respect to allocation speed, 
loss rate, and localization, as well as their influence on the 
performance of memory management unit. 

We have organized the rest of paper as follows. Section 2 
examines three BSD memory allocation methods namely 
PHKmalloc [7, 8], Slab [9,10], and Jemalloc [11], and 
compares their properties with those in Linux, Mac, Solaris, 
and Sun OS. Based on the results of our examinations, 
Section 3 presents the effective parameters on functionality 
of  memory management units. Section 4 contains the 
conclusions and suggestions for future studies. 

I. MEMORY ALLOCATION METHODS    
In this section, we examine memory allocation in BSD 

operating system and try to express its properties and 
changes over time and also the reasons for its success among 
other operating systems will be determined. 
 

A. PHKmalloc Allocator    
Most applications nowadays require as much memory 

space as possible at runtime regardless of how much they 
have space they have already been granted and irrespective 
of similar requirements of other processes running other 
applications on the memory system. This describes why most 
operating systems deploy one or more dynamic memory 
allocation methods.  

PHKmalloc is a distinguished memory allocator in the 
BSD operating system that has evolved over time and gets 
full support from both the hardware and the system software. 
[8, 12, 13]. Here we study its specification from different 
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perspectives including its operational specification, 
allocation speed, drawbacks, and performance. 

Operational specification. We may summarize the 
specification in eight items: 1) it is a page-based allocator, 2) 
it aims to minimize access to pages for both applications and 
itself in order to increase overall performance, 3) every page 
is divided into equal size objects that are managed more 
efficiently in order to increase overall speed and performance, 
4) more pages are allocated to larger objects, 5) for objects 
smaller than a half page, the object size is rounded to the 
nearest power 2 and requests for a page larger than the page 
size is rounded to the first power of several pages, 6) the 
allocator maintains a directory of all assigned pages by 
creating a bitmap containing this information at the 
beginning of each small object page, 7) for allocation of 
small objects a linear search of the bitmap finds the first 
available place on that page, and 8) the allocator takes all 
necessary supports for  virtual memory from both hardware 
and system software. 

Allocation speed. There are three main reasons for 
reasonable speed of PHKmalloc: 1) it only needs simple 
conversion and rounding thus it is so fast, 2) it has a method 
that calls for memory whenever the amount of free space 
memory is lower than a threshold so it does not decrease the 
overall performance, and 3) the rounding of several pages 
leads to higher performance through improvements in data 
localization operations [14]. 

Drawback. The most critical drawback of PHKmalloc is 
its high rate of memory waste [15] caused by rounding 
mentioned aove. We later explain in the last section of this 
paper how this weakness can be alleviated by a tradeoff 
between memory waste and other performance-wise 
parameters. 

Performance. There are two performance issues on this 
allocator: 1) how much time is spent to search and 
manipulate data structures denoting its overload?, and 2) 
how well does this allocator manages the memory denoting 
its quality of allocation? 

B. Slab Allocator 
The Slab allocator or regional is another famous allocator 

in BSD  designed for specific applications and not useful to 
all situations [9]. This allocator has tried to resolve the 
memory waste and external fragmentation problems. There 
are two forms of fragmentation: external and internal. 
External fragmentation is a measure, which affects the 
virtual memory in a physical form. Internal fragmentation is 
a measure to evaluate the amount of memory waste in single 
allocation.  

Objects are allocated equally and the number of objects is 
a power of 2. Memory blocks are filled as much as possible. 
If a block is not completely filled, it can be filled by a simple 
management approach. This method suffers from internal 
fragmentation because objects are considered as a power of 2 
and smaller size objects requiring less memory may well 
exist. Slab can perform fast in special cases where memory 
space consists of a list of equal size objects (e.g. a dynamic 
array of structures) [9, 10]. 

C.  Jemalloc Allocator 
BSD operating systems have tried to provide the best 

support for multi-processor systems. Jemalloc allocator has 
thus been developed to replace previous allocators of BSD to 
specifically better support multi-processor systems [10]. 

We may summarize the strengths of Jemalloc in four 
respects: 1) support for multi-processor programs, 2) 
increased speed and efficiency of memory management in 
multi-processor programs in multi-kernel environments, 3) 
compatibility with PHKmalloc to run single processor 
programs, and 4) achieving a fast allocation compared to 
other allocators of BSD. A disadvantage of Jemalloc is its 
relatively high rate of memory fragmentation although its 
memory waste is less than PHKmalloc and still 
comparatively reasonable. 

II. MEMORY ALLOCATORS COMPARED 
We study different comparisons in different papers and 

present one of them as a example and summarize the other in 
below tables  In this workcompare and experimentally 
evaluate PHKmalloc and Jemalloc thread-based BSD 
allocators as well as the Linux dlmalloc allocator [16] based 
on different criteria. he has selected dlmalloc as a basis for 
his experimental comparison due to its wide usage in these 
days and age.  

Evans [11] has compared PHKmalloc, Jemalloc and 
dlmalloc allocators. To do the comparisons experimentally, 
he used a benchmark malloc-test[17 with two rates and five 
threads on a system with four processors using the 6th 
version of BSD operating system. We ran the three chosen 
allocators on this platform. and however ignored many 
parameters of dlmalloc in hisexperiments for brevity since 
they did not affect the overall conclusions we could make 
from his experimental comparisons. 

Figure 1 shows the increasing patterns of allocations per 
second of the three allocators with respect to the number of 
threads. malloc-test ran Three times where each run 
consisted of forty million allocations and lack of allocations, 
and averaged the results . The number of allocations per 
second decreased by increases in the number of threads in 
PHKmalloc and dlmalloc, while the number of allocations 
per second increased for the first 4 threads and then reached 
a steady state in Jemalloc. 

Figure 2 shows the same allocators benchmarked with a 
different set of queries.   
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Figure 1.  The number of allocations per second versus the number of 

threads [11] 

Although all three methods acted similarly, they were 
different in details. Both dlmalloc and PHKmalloc had a high 
scattering rate enabling them to process forty or more million 
queries while Jemalloc had a lower scattering rate and 
standard deviation than dlmalloc and PHKmalloc. Lower 
scattering rate has lead to a more stable behavior of Jemalloc 
as Figure 2 shows. Jemalloc has a similar performance to 
dlmalloc but with a lower fluctuation rate over time. 

 
Figure 2.  The number of queries per second versus the number of clients 

[11] 

 
All in all Jemalloc performed better than PHKmalloc in all 
cases and also in some cases it performed better than 
dlmalloc. As stated before, Jemalloc operates best in multi-
processor systems but it has the same performance as other 
allocators in single processor systems. 
      Figure 3 shows a comparison between allocators in 
Linux and BSD operating systems based on the Jemalloc 
method and demonstrates the superiority of BSD methods 
and shows that it [17] has the ability to perform higher 
number of operations per second than Linux. 
 

 
Figure 3.  The number of queries per second versus the number of threads 

[18] 

For another comparisons of this methods we refers to this 
papers [9,10,11,14,15] that we will summarize in below 
tables and present analysis of them. 
 

A. Comparing different memory allocation methods in 
BSD based on the effective parameters in memory 
management 
In our studies, we observed that BSD has used different 

allocators over time for different reasons. We tried to assess 
notable allocation methods BSD has used. Note that BSD 
has had the best allocators in its lifetime and it has required 
heavy changes to the operating system code in order to equip 
itself with a super fast allocator.  

In the following we compare the three main allocators, 
PHKmalloc, Slab and Jemalloc, based on effective 
parameters in memory management. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 
show the results. 
 

TABLE I. EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS IN MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN DIFFERENT 
ALLOCATION METHODS 

 Strategy 
Parameter 

Region 
Clustering 
Parameter 

External 
Fragmentation 

Parameter 

PhkMalloc 
[8] 

Minimum 
access to 
page[15,19,2
0] 

No [14,15] Low [14,15] 

Slab [9,10] Dynamic 
Management 

Yes [9] Low [10] 

Jemalloc 
[11] 

Similar to 
Phk and 
differnet in 
multi-
thereaded 
[11] 

Not Known Low [11] 
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TABLE II. EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS IN MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN 
DIFFERENT ALLOCATION METHODS 

 Internal 
Fragmentation 

Parameter 

Locality 
Parameter 

Speed 
Parameter 

PhkMalloc[8] High[14,15,19] High 
Medium 
[14,15] 

High[14,15] 

Slab[9,10] Low[10,20] High 
Medium[15] 

High[10,13] 

Jemalloc[11] Lower Phk[11] High 
Medium 
[11,15] 

High[11,18] 

TABLE III. EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS IN MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN 
DIFFERENT ALLOCATION METHODS 

 Partial 
Allocation 
Parameter 

Implementation 
Level 

Parameter 

Soft/Hard 
Parameter 

PhkMalloc[8] No[8] Kernel[11] Hybrid[12] 
Slab[9,10] Yes[10] kernel[21] Soft 
Jemalloc[11] No[11] User[11] Soft[11] 

TABLE IV. EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS IN MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN 
DIFFERENT ALLOCATION METHODS 

 Dynamicity 
Parameter 

Alloc/ 
Dealloc 

Paramete
r 

Frag 
Reuse 

Parameter 

Multi 
Threads 

Parameter

PhkMalloc[8] Yes 
[8,11,12] 

Yes Yes [14] No [8,11]

Slab[9,10] Yes[10] Yes Yes No[11] 
Jemalloc[11] Yes [11,15] Yes Yes No[11] 

 
    In the following, we explain the parameters we have used 
in the above presented tables. 

Regional clustering. As its name implies, this parameter 
works in the memory management and allocation using the 
area clustering and tries to break areas into several parts and 
place them into clusters because when the areas are clustered 
the amount of memory waste is decreased and therefore 
localization is increased. So this parameter indirectly affects 
localization. 

Support of multi-threading systems. This parameter 
states whether an allocator can be used in new modern 
systems or not? Multi-threading in a system means that the 
system has requirement for rapid execution of programs. 
This parameter is extremely effective in improving both 
allocation speed and memory retrieval. Fragmentation 
reuse. This is a parameter that affects allocators and shows if 
wasted memory can be used again or not?  If wasted memory 
can be used again it shows that the amount of memory loss is 
lower in that allocator that other allocators. So this parameter 
indirectly affects the waste of memory. 

Fragmentation. This parameter includes the internal and 
external fragmentation parameters and generally shows the 
amount of memory waste for an allocator.  

Implementation level. Implementation level is another 
parameter that is considered in this field and is divided into 
two parts.  

Hardware/Software Support. This parameter shows 
whether an allocator uses hardware or software supports in 

its implementation or not? Hardware-based allocators are. In 
turn, software-based allocators are more flexible. It is 
possible to use any of them or a combination of hardware 
and software supports in implementing an allocator.  

Kernel/User. Another issue is the implementation level 
of an allocator. Kernel-level implementations are faster. 

Memory deallocation. This parameter helps to retrieve 
allocated memory spaces according to some algorithms and 
affects the speed and the amount of memory waste based on 
the proposed algorithm. For example, if memories are 
retrieved using FIFO, the system may suffer from high 
memory waste specially when faced with sudden large 
memory releases and reallocate of released memory because 
the best memory space might not have been selected for 
retrieval. 

Partial allocation. Another effective parameter in 
memory waste is the ability to retrieve allocated memory but 
this parameter is only used in methods with a structured 
allocation method, for example in our tables only Slab has 
this characteristic. This parameter indirectly affects wasted 
memory and localization parameters. 

Strategy This parameter determines the strategy used in 
allocating and retrieving memory. Many parameters are 
affected by this parameter. 

Dynamicity. Another parameter is the implementation 
dynamics. This helps the dynamic allocator of memory to 
change based on the selected strategy to make the best 
decisions to speed up and reduce memory waste. 

Having analyzed the above parameters and evaluated 
their effects on the three main parameters, localization, 
memory waste and speed, it is necessary to investigate the 
effects of these main parameters on each other. Three 
different cases are considered. 

Speed versus fragmentation. Different studies [20, 21] 
have shown that there is an inverse relation between these 
two parameters. Allocators with high speed act extremely 
bad in memory waste parameter. For example we can name 
dlmalloc with high speed but extremely bad memory waste. 
This refers to the used strategies because strategies express 
the rate of memory waste. The more a strategy bounds itself 
to speed, the more it is forced to accept memory waste 
because in order to find the fastest possible solution it has to 
use simpler search algorithms.  

Localization versus speed. Studies have shown [15] that 
the localization has an inverse relation with speed parameter 
because in order to increase localization, allocator must 
search more to find smaller areas and this affects the search 
algorithms and therefore it is time-wasting. 

Fragmentation versus localization. These two 
parameters are also against each other. From the localization 
parameter point of view, decreasing the memory waste rate 
causes less memory blocks to be available to be searched 
because the localization request of available memory is 
requested at runtime. Any effort to reduce the memory waste 
rate reduces localization too. Indeed when the availability of 
memory increases, the possibility to place related parts near 
each other increases too and this enhances localization. 
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III.  CONCLUSIONS  
We analyzed the memory management methods in BSD 
operating systems to identify the parameters affecting the 
performance of memory management, memory allocation 
and the relationship between these parameters. To assess 
different memory management methods in BSD, their 
characteristics, strengths and weaknesses, we extracted these 
parameters. Parameters include allocation and retrieving 
speed, waste rate, localization, strategies of allocation and 
retrieving, implementation level, support for multi-threading, 
support for retrieving allocated memory, area clustering, 
paging and dynamicity. We identified the dependency of 
these parameters and their effects on each other. We showed 
that speed, the amount of memory waste and localization 
were the most important parameters affecting the 
performance of memory management. A reasonable tradeoff 
between these three parameters in the design of memory 
managers can lead to a high performance general memory 
manager. 
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